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The kids were very excited to check out the changes in our classroom today!  We 
began our transportation unit today and we have made some changes to our 
centers.  Since we are going to be learning about transportation by land, air, and 
water, our centers correspond. The kitchen area has temporarily been removed and 
we have designed two blocks and people areas.  The one area has cars, trucks, 
trains, construction vehicles, and some tools. There are materials to build roads.  
The other blocks and people area has an airport with helicopters and airplanes and 
a space station with astronauts and space vehicles.  In the feeling table, there is 
water and boats.  I will be sending home a vocabulary sheet with some of the 
vehicles we will be talking about and I will share some songs and videos we will be 
using as well.    
**Our circle area has also changed.  Instead of cube chairs, we now have a table 
designed to give each child their own work space and area.  The table has been a 
very beneficial addition, as each child can more easily have their own materials to 
use, i.e. counting mats, books, etc.  The kids are really enjoying the new table as 
well!** 
**The transportation unit gives us many opportunities to work on the important 
skills of sorting and categorization.  We can sort and categorize vehicles by water, 
land, and air vehicles.  We can sort vehicles by wheels and no wheels, two or four 
wheels, etc.  We can also work on simple patterning using vehicles, i.e. car, bus, car, 
bus.  We have big vehicles and little vehicles.  We can also categorize and sort 
vehicles by big and little.  This week we are focusing on transportation on land.  We 
have great toys for the kids to play with that will foster social interactions, sharing, 
and cooperative play.  The kids are demonstrating similar social skills at the feeling 
table as well.** 
**On April 4, 2017, voters will see a referendum question on the ballot.  We are 
seeking voter approval to issue $132.5 million in bonds to help finance needed 
repairs, renovations and upgrades to 19 of our 20 schools.   At 19 of 20 District 200 
schools, we have significant facility needs. For the past 18+ months, the Board of 
Education has developed a Facility Master Plan and has worked to prioritize 
projects, determine how to fund the projects and plan for future facility needs. 
Much needed repairs, renovations and upgrades to 19 of our 20 schools will cost 
$154.5 million. The referendum question seeks to issue $132.5 million in bonds. The 
Board would commit to fund the remaining $22 million in work out of reserves and 
future budgets. The proposed bond measure would initially cost the owner of a 
median home an additional $180 per year in taxes on the Bond & Interest portion 
of their tax bill.** 
Please visit http://www.cusd200.org/Page/13991  for an overview of the 
Referendum, including more detailed information on projects, bond financing 
structure and the plan for the future. 



                                            
 
 

          Transportation by Land 
          Dates: March 7-10, 2017 

 
Circle Time:   
Tuesday- Smart Board activities to introduce the transportation theme 
Wednesday- Sort vehicles by type 
Thursday- “The Wheels on the Bus” with props 
Friday- “The Train Is Coming Down the Tracks” song with props 
 
Centers: 
Blocks and People 1:  Cars, trucks, trains, construction vehicles, tools, and 
materials to build roads.   
Blocks and People 2:  Airport with helicopters and airplanes and a space station 
with astronauts and space vehicles.   
Table Toys:  Sorting, counting, and patterning activities with vehicles, 
Transportation Lotto, Transportation puzzles   
Feeling Table:  Water with boats 
 
Large Group:  
Tuesday:  Literacy group: Read Freight Train  
Wednesday: Activities with Miss Rita 
Thursday: Literacy group: Read Freight Train and sing train song 
Friday:  Activities with Miss Rachael 
 
Work Centers: 
1-on-1 work with Miss Amy, Miss Rachael, and Miss Rita 
Structured Play/Art: Coloring, decorate train cars, puzzles, kinetic sand 
Math and Literacy activities           


